
WRITING ABOUT WRITING 2ND EDITION

The first edition of Writing about Writing was used in a variety of composition 2nd year of college that asked her to
develop more complex ways to orga-.

Haynes has over thirty years of experience teaching children and adolescents with dyslexia, conducts research
on predictors of spoken-written language relationships, and has received several awards for his teaching. I
recommend this text for college-level composition courses that want to go from "what did you do over
summer vacation? The teacher's edition supplements written by m Disclaimer: I am required to teach from this
text, as I work in a department lead by its lead author. Garfield Award for outstanding commitment and
service to children who struggle with reading. In her retirement, Terrill has acted as the reading coordinator for
volunteer tutors at a Massachusetts inner city school. The text provides a helpful tone when addressing the
student directly and works to make the articles within more accessible. Her particular instructional focus is
developing techniques and strategies for teaching written expression. That said, I drank the Kool-Aid and
appreciate this approach to composition. I was wondering if you could recommend me some good writing
books The teacher's edition supplements written by my coordinator, to continue the disclaimer balance a sense
of teacher independence with a determination to emphasize and achieve important outcomes. In fall of , the
International Dyslexia Association presented him with the Margaret Byrd Rawson Lifetime Achievement
Award for his contributions to the field and for his support of persons with dyslexia and related language
learning difficulties. It, like the surrounding text, is helpful yet respectful of the intelligence of the teacher.
And the book is itself heavy, way too long, cumbersome, expensive, and, well, ugly. Thanks Jul 22, Chris
Friend rated it really liked it Disclaimer: I am required to teach from this text, as I work in a department lead
by its lead author. It's challenging for teachers, and even more challenging for students, but in a way that
respects both them and the field in which they are working. He has a Master of Science in speech-language
pathology and received his doctorate in reading, language, and learning disabilities from Harvard Graduate
School of Education. He has authored over forty publications on applied and theoretical topics related to
language learning development and disabilities. I had to pick up this course on short notice.


